
Three Black Owned Businesses
You Need to Know About.
Welcome to our final Buying Back the Block until the

New Year! And we’re ending off the year 2020 in a

spiritual and enlightening way - filled with a lot of self

care. The brands this time around fit so nicely together,  

it’s the perfect deep dive for optimism, empowerment

and positivity. After the year we’ve all endured; while

hoping for the best in the approaching unknown.

Without further adieu, let’s begin.
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cater to the African diaspora, and those Toronto native

born.

Randell is so genuine, and pure, he is one of those souls

where every time you sit with him you learn something

new. This month we had Randell as our featured Staying

Connected series, and as expected he teaches us all

something new: Edutainment. Although he did not coin

the term, he allows this concept to guide the work he

does in the community; with the understanding that

entertainment should always include an element of

education. A space where your  audience can enjoy and

learn simultaneously, a unique way for those who don’t

always feel like they “fit.”

His life alone carries its own tales, which he was able to

capture in his book, I Am Not My Struggles. An

accumulation of well thought out poems that tell the

tale of hardships, victories, and perseverance. Aside

from his book, Randell is also the founder of Reaching

Intelligent Souls Everywhere (R.I.S.E) Edutainment. A

community arts group based out of Scarborough,

Ontario.
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Randell Adjei & R.I.S.E
Randell Adjei: Speaker, Motivator. Artivist,

Edutainer, Leader, Author, Community

facilitator - and lets not forget, founder of

R.I.S.E. This one is a big, let's start with

him, Randell was born in Ghana raised in

Toronto. Rooted in both cultures equally

alike, he is able to create safe spaces that



Last but definitely not least, we have Crystal
Rowe who developed the brand jELN; the
embodiment of Black Girl Magic. Crystal Rowe
developed this brand straight out of the home
after searching for a skin care routine that could
benefit - and I mean REALLY benefit - her skin.
All natural, with ingredients you can spell and
pronounce - jELN was made. An all vegan skin
and hair care line. Made just for you, with your
melanated skin in mind. Shop jELN.

808.co 
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Next we have 808.co a Black owned spiritual

brand filled with spiritual healing, and as they

put it: making the metaphysical modern. This

brand has especially been designed to cater to

those who enjoy practices of spiritual healing

and cleansing. With a range of products from

sage stones, crystals and jewellery, to tarot

card reading and reiki healings - they have

everything for that deep cleanse and

awakening. Ran by Black & Indigenous

women Sandra Lee, Allison, and Alexandra

have all come together to develop this

beautiful brand - two of which add a nice

touch of making it a mother-daughter duo.

With services and products you can really

make your spiritual journey Black Owned too.

jELN

Black Execs
Stay Connected. We Got You.


